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SUMMARY

The relationship between 3D organization of the
genome and gene-regulatory networks is poorly un-
derstood. Here, we examined long-range chromatin
interactions genome-wide in mouse embryonic
stem cells (ESCs), iPSCs, and fibroblasts and uncov-
ered a pluripotency-specific genome organization
that is gradually reestablished during reprogram-
ming. Our data confirm that long-range chromatin in-
teractions are primarily associated with the spatial
segregation of open and closed chromatin, defining
overall chromosome conformation. Additionally, we
identified two further levels of genome organization
in ESCs characterized by colocalization of regions
with high pluripotency factor occupancy and strong
enrichment for Polycomb proteins/H3K27me3, res-
pectively. Underlining the independence of these
networks and their functional relevance for genome
organization, loss of the Polycomb protein Eed di-
minishes interactions between Polycomb-regulated
regions without altering overarching chromosome
conformation. Together, our data highlight a pluripo-
tency-specific genomeorganization inwhich pluripo-
tency factors such as Nanog and H3K27me3 occupy
distinct nuclear spaces and reveal a role for cell-
type-specific gene-regulatory networks in genome
organization.

INTRODUCTION

Chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based technologies

(de Wit and de Laat, 2012; Dekker et al., 2002) have led to a

new paradigm wherein gene regulation can be studied in the

context of the three-dimensional (3D) organization of the

genome (Bickmore and van Steensel, 2013). Recent work has

demonstrated an organizational hierarchy to metazoan genome

structure (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). At the smallest scale, up to

a few hundred kilobases (kb) of linear DNA, enhancers and pro-
moters come into physical contact to establish cell-type-specific

expression programs (Sanyal et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012;

Smallwood and Ren, 2013). These interactions are maintained

by the Cohesin complex, which can be recruited to interphase

chromatin via the Mediator complex (Kagey et al., 2010) and

cell-type-specific transcription factors (TFs) (Denholtz and Plath,

2012; Wei et al., 2013). In mammals, promoter-enhancer inter-

actions are confined to topologically associating domains

(TADs), which typically represent �1 megabase (Mb) cell-type-

invariant, self-associating genomic regions whose boundaries

are enriched for the insulator protein CTCF (Dixon et al., 2012;

Nora et al., 2012).

As a second level of the organizational hierarchy, TADs appear

to function as the fundamental modular unit of gene regulation

and genome organization, with changes in gene expression

and nuclear lamina association during differentiation often

occurring in a TAD-wide manner (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora

et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012). A third level in the organizational

hierarchy occurs as a result of the preferential colocalization of

specific TADs. These interactions can be identified as long-

range chromatin contacts between genomic regions many Mb

apart on the same chromosome (cis or intrachromosomal) or

on different chromosomes (trans or interchromosomal) (Hakim

et al., 2011, 2013; Noordermeer et al., 2011; Osborne et al.,

2004; Schoenfelder et al., 2010; Simonis et al., 2006). Although

spatially colocalizing distal genomic regions have been reported

to be enriched for the sequence motifs of specific TFs (Schoen-

felder et al., 2010), coexpressed genes (Osborne et al., 2004), or

coregulated genes (Hakim et al., 2013; Noordermeer et al.,

2011), the relationship between long-range chromatin interac-

tions and the regulatory features enriched in the colocalizing

regions is poorly understood. Superimposed upon the milieu of

specific short- and long-range chromatin interactions is a gen-

eral preference for open, accessible chromatin to colocalize

with itself and segregate away from closed, inaccessible chro-

matin (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009).

In this study, we explored long-range (distal) chromatin con-

tacts in mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) using 4C-seq to

understand the relationship between chromatin contacts and

gene-regulatory networks that govern cell identity. We define

the distal chromatin interactions made by a variety of genomic

‘‘bait’’ regions representing diverse chromatin and pluripotency
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TF binding profiles and extend our findings genome-wide. We

further examine how genome organization changes in the

absence of a critical chromatin regulator and upon differentiation

and transcription-factor-induced reprogramming of somatic

cells into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Together, our

data define a previously unappreciated hierarchy in the organiza-

tion of long-range chromatin contacts and reveal that distal

genomic regions sharing common gene-regulatory features co-

localize within the 3D space of the nucleus.

RESULTS

Experimental Approach to StudyingChromatin Contacts
To investigate long-range chromatin interactions between

genomic regions Mb away on the same or different chromo-

somes in ESCs, we performed 3C coupled to high-throughput

sequencing (4C-seq) (Splinter et al., 2012) for 16 bait regions

(Table S1 available online). 4C-seq allows one to identify any

mappable genomic region in close physical proximity to a spe-

cific genomic (bait) region within a population of cells at the

moment of fixation by means of proximity-based ligation of

juxtaposed DNA fragments. The product is a library of chimeric

DNA fragments containing the bait region and its interacting

DNA partner or partners ligated at a restriction site, in our case

HindIII, that can be identified by high-throughput sequencing

(Experimental Procedures).

Our 4C-seq data were highly reproducible across biological

and technical replicates utilizing distinct primer pairs for amplifi-

cation of ligated fragments and different HindIII fragments within

bait regions as anchor points and passed stringent quality

control requirements (Figures S1A, S1D, S1E, and S2A available

online, Table S2 and Table S3, and Experimental Procedures).

As a result, replicate data sets for each bait locus were pooled

for downstream analysis (Experimental Procedures). To obtain

a semiquantitative measure of interactions, we calculated an

average hit probability, referred to as ‘‘hit percentage,’’ within

200 kb windows along the genome (Experimental Procedures).

For all of our baits, the hit percentage was higher in cis than in

trans, as exemplified by the 4C-seq interactome of the Pou5f1-

encoding region (Figure 1Ai). Furthermore, as expected for the

nature of chromosome conformation (Lieberman-Aiden et al.,

2009), intrachromosomal interactions decay as a function of

genomic distance to the bait along the linear DNA (Figure 1Aii).

Significantly interacting regions were identified as those 200

kb windows that showed a markedly higher hit probability than

expected based on a binomial test (Figures 1Aii–1Av, 1B,

Figure S3A, Table S1, Table S4, Experimental Procedures). To

identify distal interactions in cis, we empirically modeled the

expected background hit probability as a function of distance

from the bait locus (Figure 1Aiii). Since trans interactions show

no such positional biases, the average hit probability across

each trans-chromosome was used for the expected background

level of these interactions. False discovery rates (FDRs) were

estimated using simulated data (Table S4, Experimental

Procedures).

To test the reliability of our analysis and 4C-seq data, we par-

titioned our Pou5f1 4C-seq replicates into two equal subsets,

pooled the libraries within each subset, and ran each pooled

subset through our analysis pipeline. We obtained significantly
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overlapping intrachromosomal and interchromosomal interac-

tomes from the partitioned data sets (Figure S1B), confirming

the quality of our data and the robust nature of our analysis.

Several additional approaches were employed to further vali-

date our 4C-seq-defined chromatin interactions and rule out

technical biases affecting data generated by 4C-seq. These

include 3C confirmation of ligation products (Figure S1F); 3D

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) demonstrating that an

interacting region 52 Mb away from the Pou5f1 bait region is

significantly closer to the bait in 3D space of the ESC nucleus

than a noninteracting region located only 35 Mb away

(Figure 1C); reciprocal 4C-seq (Figure 1D); control 4C-seq ex-

periments with unfixed cells and genomic DNA showing no sig-

nificant interactions (Figures S1A and S1C); the demonstration of

comparable mappability inside and outside our interacting re-

gions (Figure S1G); and the comparison of our 4C-seq data

with a previously published genome-wide ESC interactome

based on Hi-C (Dixon et al., 2012) showing strong correlation

(Figure 3H, Table S5, Experimental Procedures).

A Pluripotency-Specific Organization of the Mouse
Genome
The Pou5f1 gene encodes the TF Oct4 that is essential for the

establishment and maintenance of mouse ESCs and is specif-

ically expressed in the pluripotent state (Nichols et al., 1998).

The initial analysis of our Pou5f1 4C-seq data revealed an exten-

sive intrachromosomal interaction network of this bait region (Fig-

ure 1A), raising the question of how the spatial interactions of this

important locus are regulated. As a first step toward under-

standing this question, we determined whether the chromatin

interactions of this genomic region change upon differentiation.

4C-seq in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) demonstrated

that the Pou5f1 interactome in MEFs is distinct from that of

ESCs, both in terms of hit probability (Figure 2A and Figure S2A)

and interacting domains (Figure 2B) across the cis chromosome,

indicating that changes in expression andchromatin state that are

associated with the silencing of the Pou5f1 locus during differen-

tiation (Feldman et al., 2006) coincide with changes to that locus’

interactions in 3D space. To expand the purview of this analysis,

we determined the interactomes of nine additional baits in MEFs

for which we already had generated ESC profiles by 4C-seq and

found that the interactomes of all these baits differed significantly

between ESCs and MEFs (Figures 2E and 2F, Figure S2A, Table

S1). We noted that the chromatin contacts of the Dppa2 bait re-

gionaremuchmoredifferent betweenMEFsandESCs than those

of the other examined bait regions (Figures 2C and 2D, Fig-

ure S2A). Consistent with this result, it has been shown that the

Dppa2 region repositions toward the nuclear periphery and

switches cis-interaction preferences from regions of early DNA

replication to regions of late DNA replication during ESC differen-

tiation (Hiratani et al., 2010; Takebayashi et al., 2012). Together,

these data highlight an ESC-specific organization of the genome

and indicate that changes in 3D chromatin interactions during dif-

ferentiation are regulated at a locus-specific level.

We next tested whether the 3D organization of the MEF

genome can be reset to an ESC-like state by transcription-fac-

tor-mediated reprogramming to iPSCs (Takahashi and Yama-

naka, 2006). To this end, we determined the interactomes of

eight of our bait regions, including the Pou5f1 locus, for two
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Figure 1. Long-Range Chromatin Contacts of the Pou5f1 Bait Region in ESCs

(A) Pooled 4C-seq data set, depicting the genome-wide interaction profile of the Pou5f1 locus, located on chromosome (chr) 17, in mouse ESCs. (Ai) Average hit

probability (Hit%) within 200 kb windows tiled across the genome. Blue scale = gradient of hit percentages. (Aii) Hit% in cis (thresholded as displayed) was

compared to an empirically modeled background Hit% (Aiii) using the binomial test. (Aiv) Binomial test results and (Av) significantly interacting domains of the

Pou5f1 bait region (based on�log(p values)R 1.8). The vertical red line and associated gray bar denote the Pou5f1 bait locus and the extended 1Mb bait region,

respectively. The latter is always excluded from downstream analysis of interactomes.

(B) Significantly interacting domains (blue) of the Pou5f1 bait region (red), genome-wide.

(C) DNA FISH-based 3D distance measurements between the Pou5f1 locus and genomic regions marked by A–C (in cis) or by D (in trans). Based on 4C-seq data,

A and B interact with the Pou5f1 locus, but C, located in an intervening genomic region closer to Pou5f1 on linear DNA than B, does not. Boxes demarcate the

interquartile range (IQR) with median, and whiskers ±1.5 times the IQR. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(D) Two genomic regions containing the genes Prss22 and 1700067P10Rik were identified as cis-interacting partners of the Pou5f1 locus in (A). 4C-seq ex-

periments using Prss22 and 1700067P10Rik as bait regions confirmed their interaction with Pou5f1. Bait regions, 4C-seq Hit%, and interacting domains are

indicated, and reciprocal interactions highlighted.

See also Figure S1.
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additional cell types that represent distinct stages of the reprog-

ramming process (Table S1). First, we performed 4C-seq on

faithfully reprogrammed, MEF-derived iPSCs and found that

the long-range chromatin contacts in iPSCs are highly similar

to those of ESCs, in terms of both hit probability across the cis

chromosome (Figures 2A, 2C, and 2E, Figure S2A) and interact-

ing domains in cis and in trans to the bait region (Figures 2B, 2D,

and 2F, Figure S2B). Second, we examined chromatin interac-

tions in pre-iPSCs that represent a late reprogramming stage
at which the pluripotency expression and chromatin program is

not yet fully induced (Sridharan et al., 2009). The long-range

chromatin interactomes in these cells are typically distinct from

those in ESCs and iPSCs, as well as those in MEFs (Figure 2, Fig-

ure S2), indicating that the reorganization of chromatin contacts

is not complete at this late stage of reprogramming, in line with

previous findings detailing the long-range interactions of the

Nanog locus (Apostolou et al., 2013). Together, these data

show that the large-scale changes in genome organization that
Cell Stem Cell 13, 1–15, November 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 3
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Figure 2. Long-Range Chromatin Contacts Change during Differen-

tiation and Are Reset upon Reprogramming of Somatic Cells to

iPSCs

(A) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of Spearman rank correlation values

of the Hit% within 200 kb windows along the cis chromosome (chr17) for

Pou5f1 4C-seq-defined interactomes in ESCs, iPSCs, pre-iPSCs, and MEFs.

Color key = Spearman’s rho values.

(B) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of Jaccard similarity coefficients for

the overlap of interacting domains of the Pou5f1 bait region in cis between

ESCs, iPSCs, pre-iPSCs, and MEFs. Color key = Jaccard similarity values.

(C) As in (A), except for the Dppa2 bait.

(D) As in (B), except for the Dppa2 bait.

(E) As in (A), except averaged across eight different bait loci (Pou5f1, Stk35,

1700067P10Rik, Nfia, Dppa3, Rhbdd1, Hoxa10, and Dppa2).

(F) As in (B), except averaged for the eight different bait loci named in (E).

See also Figure S2.
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occur during differentiation are gradually reset to an ESC-like

state during reprogramming to iPSCs, likely in association with

progressive changes in chromatin and transcription states (Srid-

haran et al., 2009). The cell-type specificity of long-range chro-

matin interactions contrasts with the largely cell-type invariant
4 Cell Stem Cell 13, 1–15, November 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
TAD structure of metazoan genomes (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora

et al., 2012; Sexton et al., 2012), suggesting that the organization

of long-range chromatin contacts is a key feature of cell identity.

Open/Closed Chromatin as the Foundation of Genome
Organization in ESCs
The finding that changes in distal chromatin contacts occur dur-

ing differentiation and reprogramming suggested a link between

genome organization and genomic features that establish and

maintain cell identity. To investigate such an association in the

context of mouse ESCs, we compiled a compendium of genomic

features available for this cell type (Table S6). Specifically, we

considered the binding profiles of the basic transcriptional ma-

chinery (TBP, RNA polymerase II), coactivators (Mediator and

p300), and architectural proteins (Cohesin and CTCF). We also

included transcriptional regulators of three important gene-reg-

ulatory networks: the pluripotency TF network (Oct4, Sox2,

Nanog, and Klf4), TFs that cooperate with cMyc (cMyc, Max,

E2F4), and the repressive Polycomb protein network (Ring1b

and Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 [PRC2]) (Young, 2011).

Since regulatory genomic regions exhibit extensive co-

occupancy by these factors, we grouped them into 11 groups

(clusters) based on cobinding at a 1 kb resolution (Figure 3A,

Experimental Procedures). We also took into account histone

modifications and their combinatorial nature by summarizing

the relationship of six histone marks in terms of four functionally

distinct chromatin states (ChromHMM states) (Ernst and Kellis,

2012) that are associated with Polycomb repression, transcrip-

tional elongation, enhancers, and promoters. Regions lacking

these histone modifications were assigned to a ‘‘low signal’’

state (Figure 3B, Experimental Procedures). In addition, DNA

replication timing, DNaseI hypersensitivity, gene density (in

terms of transcriptional start sites [TSSs]), RNA-seq- based

expression data, and LaminB association were considered.

Upon binning of the resulting 22 linear genomic data sets into

200 kb windows across the genome, principal components

analysis (PCA) was used to reduce their high dimensionality

(Experimental Procedures). The first three principal components

(PCs) were retained for downstream analyses (Figure 3C). To

explore the relationship between genomic features and genome

organization, we next compared the linear genomic character

represented by the PCs to the 4C interactome data for each of

the 16 bait regions analyzed in ESCs (Figure S3A, Figure 1B, Ta-

ble S1).

The first PC (PC1) captures 51% of the variance across all

features (Figure 3C) and distinguishes open, accessible chro-

matin and closed, inaccessible chromatin (Figure 3D). Specif-

ically, regions of the genome with positive PC1 scores are

characterized by high gene density, DNaseI hypersensitivity,

binding of Cohesin, the basic transcriptional machinery, and

TFs, as well as active or Polycomb-repressed chromatin states

within 200 kb windows. In contrast, regions of the genome with

negative PC1 scores are strongly depleted for these features

and instead are LaminB associated and replicate their DNA

late in S phase (Figure 3D). Notably, the 1 Mb regions surround-

ing each bait locus had widely differing open/closed chromatin

character as defined by their PC1 scores (Figure 3Ei, top panel).

Strikingly, we found that the mean PC1 scores for the 1 Mb bait

regions correlated strongly with the mean PC1 scores of the
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corresponding interactomes in both cis and trans (Figure 3Ei,

Spearman’s rho = 0.75 and 0.85, respectively). That is, baits

with highly open and accessible chromatin preferentially

interact with regions of the genome with similarly high PC1

scores. By contrast, the interactomes of closed chromatin

baits, i.e., those with negative PC1 scores, preferentially coloc-

alize with genomic regions of similarly low PC1 scores in cis

and trans. These findings were confirmed by a 4C-seq analysis

for a partially overlapping set of bait regions in a second, inde-

pendent ESC line (Figure 3Eii).

To test whether this trend holds genome-wide, we analyzed a

previously published Hi-C data set for genome-wide chromatin

interactions in mouse ESCs (Dixon et al., 2012) in a similar

manner (Experimental Procedures). For the Hi-C-based analysis,

each 200 kb region of the genome was treated as a ‘‘pseudo-

bait’’ and its intrachromosomal interactome was extracted (Fig-

ure 3F). Genome-wide, we found a striking positive correlation

between the mean PC1 scores of the extended 1 Mb pseudo-

bait regions and themean PC1 scores of their most frequently in-

teracting intrachromosomal sites (Figure 3G), corroborating and

extending our 4C-seq-based findings. A comparison of the pro-

files of the most and least likely interacting regions further

demonstrated that genomic regions with very open, high PC1

character, for instance the Pou5f1 region, interact extensively

with most other genomic regions with similarly high PC1 scores

on the chromosome in cis and do not interact with genomic

regions of negative PC1 scores (Figures 3G and 3H, Figure S3Ci).

In contrast, genomic regions of closed chromatin character,

defined by negative PC1 scores, avoid regions of high PC1 char-

acter and appear to interact selectively with only a subset of

PC1-negative genomic regions (Figure S3Ci). This may reflect

a tethering of closed chromatin regions to the nuclear lamina,

thus limiting their sampling of distal interactions. The positive

correlation between bait and interactome character in terms of

their PC1 scores persisted when the 10 Mb surrounding the

bait region were excluded (Figure S3Di), demonstrating that in-

teracting regions far away from the bait in cis also show an asso-

ciation with chromatin of similar open/closed character.

Taken together, we conclude that genomic loci with similar

PC1 characters preferentially interact (or colocalize) within the

3D space of the ESC nucleus both in cis and in trans. The Hi-

C-based results indicate that these associations are a general,

genome-wide feature of long-range chromatin interactions.

Our findings suggest that the strong interaction preferences

between regions of similar PC1 character are an intrinsic aspect

of overall chromosome conformation, in line with previous find-

ings (Imakaev et al., 2012; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Simonis

et al., 2006). The data further demonstrate that interaction

preferences in ESCs are not accurately described by a binary

model of spatial segregation between open and closed chro-

matin states into two genome-wide compartments, where

genomic regions with open chromatin character may colocalize

with any other open chromatin region and vice versa (Lieberman-

Aiden et al., 2009). Instead, the ESC interactome follows a more

graduatedmodel, where highly open chromatin regions predom-

inantly interact with regions of similarly high PC1 scores, mid

PC1 regions predominantly interact with other mid to low PC1

regions, and negative PC1 regions predominantly interact with

other closed chromatin regions, supporting findings in other
cell types (Imakaev et al., 2012). Notably, PC1 scores across

the ESC genome are continuous (Figure S3B) and correlate

with the continuum of ESC contact frequencies.

Genomic Regions Enriched for Oct4/Sox2/Nanog and
Polycomb Proteins Frequently Colocalize in ESCs
Next, we wanted to explore the extent to which long-range chro-

matin interactions are associated with specific transcriptional

networks, beyond their association with the large-scale open/

closed chromatin properties demonstrated by the correlation

of interactomes with the genomic PC1 character. Since PC1

positive regions reflect enrichment for multiple features with

diverse functionalities, we reasoned that an interactome’s PC1

character may not reflect any specific mechanistic role of PC1-

enriched features, but is most likely a consequence of the over-

arching chromosome conformation framework (Figures S4A–

S4D). Therefore, we considered the second and third principal

components (PC2 and PC3), which account for 7% and 6% of

the variance in genome features, respectively (Figure 3C). Impor-

tantly, these components capture regions of the genome en-

riched for previously described gene-regulatory networks in

ESCs (Figure 4A and 4E). Specifically, genomic regions with pos-

itive PC2 scores are exceptionally enriched for Mediator and Co-

hesin binding, as captured by TF clusters 5, 6, and 11, but also

late-replicating and strongly LaminB-bound across 200 kb, while

regions with negative PC2 scores are enriched for binding of fac-

tors belonging to the pluripotency network, including Nanog,

Oct4, and Sox2, as well as p300, which colocalize as TF clusters

7 and 9 (Figure 4A). Figure 4B displays the relationship between

PC1 and negative PC2 scores in terms of these features:

whereas genomic regions of open chromatin (defined by positive

PC1 values) generally have a higher level of pluripotency factor

binding than those with negative PC1 scores, genomic regions

with negative PC2 scores have an increased density of pluripo-

tency factor co-occupancy over and beyond what is explained

by their PC1 state.

Conversely, regions of the genome with positive PC3 values

are highly enriched for occupancy by the Polycomb protein

complexes PRC1 (Ring1b) and PRC2, as well as histone

H3K27me3. Negative PC3 regions, on the other hand, seemingly

capture the recently described super-enhancers associated

with highly transcribed genes in pluripotent cells (Whyte et al.,

2013) and represent a strong enrichment for active transcrip-

tional elongation along with dense occupation by Mediator, Co-

hesin, the cMyc complex, and the pluripotency TFs Oct4, Sox2,

and Nanog (Figure 4E, Figures S4E and S4F). Genomic regions

with positive or negative PC3 scores have an elevated density of

their characteristic features above what is explained by their

PC1 scores (Figure 4F, data not shown). We conclude that

PC2 and PC3 describe a finer level of chromatin structure asso-

ciated with specific TF- and chromatin-regulatory networks that

is not captured by the open and closed chromatin character

defined by PC1.

To examine whether the genomic states captured by PC2 and

PC3 are associated with long-range chromatin contacts, we

examined the PC2 and PC3 scores within our 16 ESC bait re-

gions and their respective interactomes in an analogous manner

to our analysis of PC1 in Figure 3. Importantly, our bait regions

exhibited widely different PC2 characters, and the mean PC2
Cell Stem Cell 13, 1–15, November 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 5
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Figure 3. Interactions between Regions with Similar Open/Closed Chromatin Character Are an Intrinsic Aspect of Chromosome Conforma-

tion in Mouse ESCs

(A) Transcription factor (TF) clusters defined using k-means clustering at 1 kb resolution for notedmouse ESC data sets, annotated based on feature frequency as

represented by the heatmap. Gray scale denotes the frequency with which a given factor is found at genomic positions corresponding to the cluster. The color

legend identifies specific gene-regulatory networks.

(legend continued on next page)
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score of each bait’s intrachromosomal interactome showed a

strong concordance with the mean PC2 score of the 1 Mb bait

region itself (Figure 4Ci). This observation was confirmed for

additional bait regions in a second ESC line (Figure 4Cii) and,

remarkably, also for cis interactions genome-wide based on

Hi-C data (Figure 4D, Figures S3Cii and S3Dii). The PC2-based

analysis demonstrates that genomic regions with particularly

strong Mediator, Cohesin, and Lamin binding preferentially co-

localize in cis as do regions extremely highly enriched for Oct4,

Sox2, and Nanog binding without a concomitant extreme accu-

mulation of Mediator and Cohesin (captured by TF clusters 7 and

9). Notably, however, the colocalization of pluripotency-factor-

enriched, PC2-negative genomic regions was not evident for

trans interactions (Figure 4C).

The comparison of bait and interactome PC3 scores demon-

strated a preferential colocalization of Polycomb/H3K27me3-

enriched, PC3-positive genomic regions (captured by TF clus-

ters 6, 8, and 10 and the Polycomb Repression ChromHMM

state), both in cis and in trans (Figure 4Gi). For example, Hox

loci, which belong to the most strongly Polycomb-occupied

and H3K27me3-enriched (PC3-positive) regions in the ESC

genome, were found to interact with other regions characterized

by high H3K27me3/Polycomb occupancy in cis and trans (Fig-

ure 4G). The colocalization of distal genomic regions extensively

occupied by Polycomb proteins and H3K27me3 may be analo-

gous to the frequent association of Polycomb response ele-

ments in Drosophila (Bantignies and Cavalli, 2011) and may

therefore represent an evolutionarily conserved feature of

genome organization linked to gene regulation. Conversely,

bait loci with negative PC3 values that are strongly enriched for

ESC super enhancers colocalize with genomic regions of similar

PC3-negative character in both cis and trans (Figure 4Gi). These

trends were confirmed in a second ESC line (Figure 4Gii) and

extended to Hi-C data (Figure 4H, Figures S3Ciii and S3Diii),

showing them to be a genome-wide phenomena.

Together, these results argue that regions of the genome

enriched for specific gene-regulatory features preferentially

colocalize within the 3D space of the nucleus, raising the pos-

sibility that specific transcriptional and chromatin-regulatory
(B) Chromatin states were determined based on the six indicated histone modifi

(Ernst and Kellis, 2012). Gray scale denotes the frequency with which a given hist

(C) PCA was performed on ESC chromatin states and TF clusters from (A) and (B),

and late DNA replication timing (Rep. timing), and density of transcriptional state s

the genome. Proportion of total variance in genomic features described by each

(D) PC1 eigenvector ranked by genomic feature contribution.

(E) (Ei) Top to bottom: mean PC1 score within the 1 Mb bait region centered on e

interacting regions in trans; and noninteracting regions in trans. Spearman’s rho

regions and their interactomes in both cis and trans. (Eii) Identical analysis to (Ei)

which is discussed in Figure 7 as Eed+/+ ESC line.

(F) Schematic of genome-wide, Hi-C-based, pseudo-4C analysis. (Fi) Each extrac

the interactome of one pseudo-bait, at 200 kb resolution. (Fii) Plot of the PC1 cha

score within the extended 1Mb pseudo-bait region (Pseudo-bait PC1 character) a

windows ranked by reads and excluding the 1 Mb pseudo-bait region) were ob

regions corresponding to genomic regions that we used as baits in our 4C-seq a

(G) Result of the analysis described in (F). 4C-bait loci show a similar trend when

bait and interactome PC1 scores are noted. The Hi-C data are also summarized by

demarcated by vertical and horizontal gray lines, respectively. Contour lines rep

(H) Top to bottom: comparison of thePou5f1 4C-seq-based cis-interactome (Hit%

HS, and late DNA replication timing along chr17. Specific correlation values are

See also Figures S3 and S4.
networks are involved in mediating long-range chromatin con-

tacts in ESCs.

Spatial Segregation of Nanog and H3K27me3 in the ESC
Nucleus
The preferential interactions of genomic regions with positive

and negative PC3 scores (i.e., Polycomb protein versus super

enhancer/Oct4/Sox2/Nanog-enriched regions) suggested a

segregation of genomic regions with opposing PC3 character

into distinct compartments in the nucleus. To test this hypothe-

sis, we examined the colocalization of Nanog (PC3-negative),

RNA polymerase II (PC3-negative), and H3K27me3 (PC3-posi-

tive) in the ESC nucleus by immunostaining. Image analysis

showed that Nanog and RNA polymerase II have a localization

pattern distinct from that of H3K27me3, with sites strongly en-

riched for H3K27me3 displaying weak Nanog and RNA polymer-

ase II accumulation and vice versa (Figures 5A and 5B). By

contrast, RNA polymerase II and Nanog overlap more exten-

sively, albeit not perfectly (Figure 5C), consistent with their differ-

ential contribution to PC2 and PC3 scores. For instance, Nanog

occupancy is strongly captured by TF cluster 7 and RNA poly-

merase binding by TF cluster 11, which have similar contribu-

tions to PC3, but opposing contributions to PC2 (Figures 4A

and 4E). Overall, the immunofluorescence localization patterns

support the spatial segregation of functionally distinct TF- and

chromatin-regulatory networks in the ESC nucleus and are

consistent with the colocalization of distinct gene-regulatory

modules detected by our 4C-seq-based analysis.

Changes in Open/Closed Chromatin Character Mirror
Changes in Genome Organization during Differentiation
Our analysis revealed a close relationship between chromatin

character and spatial interactions, with the combination of linear

genomic features summarized by PC1 (open/closed chromatin)

showing the strongest association with the fundamental organi-

zation of chromatin interactions. Based on these results, we

predicted that dramatic changes in open/closed chromatin

character that occur during differentiation should coincide with

strong changes in interactome character.
cations in ESCs by a multivariate hidden Markov model, at 200 bp resolution

one mark is found at genomic positions corresponding to the chromatin state.

RNA-seq expression data, DNaseI hypersensitivity (HS), LaminB binding, early

ites (TSSs) upon binning of the linear genomic data into 200 kb windows across

principal component is shown.

ach listed bait’s locus; interacting regions in cis; noninteracting regions in cis;

values give the rank correlation between the mean PC1 score of the 1 Mb bait

with a partially overlapping set of baits, for an independently derived ESC line,

ted row of the Hi-C contact matrix, adapted from (Dixon et al., 2012), represents

racter of the same chromosome. For each 200 kb pseudobait, the mean PC1

nd themean PC1 score within the pseudo-bait’s interactome (top 5%of 200 kb

tained and plotted as a red point in the scatterplot shown in (G). Pseudo-bait

nalysis in (Ei) are plotted in yellow (4C-bait loci).

analyzed based on Hi-C data as in (Ei) based on 4C-seq. Correlations between

the regression line in black, and themean bait and interactome PC1 scores are

resent data density.

), thePou5f1 cis-interactome defined by Hi-C read counts, PC1 scores, DNaseI

specified.
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Figure 4. Regions of Shared Transcriptional Network Occupancy Preferentially Interact

(A) PC2 eigenvector with individual feature contributions. TF clusters and chromatin states are as in Figure 3.

(B) Integrative Genomics Viewer tracks of a representative genomic region with (top to bottom) PC1 and PC2 scores; Sox2, Oct4, and Nanog occupancy; and

enhancer density.
(legend continued on next page)
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To test this, we examined differences in chromatin interac-

tions between ESCs and MEFs with respect to changes in their

open/closed chromatin character. To this end, we performed

PCA on concatenated ESC and MEF genomes using linear

genomic feature data sets that were available for both cell types

but did not include cell-type-specific TFs (Figure 6A, Table S6,

Experimental Procedures). This resulted in a new PC1 eigen-

vector that allowed the comparison of PC1 scores for ten bait re-

gions and their interactomes across both cell types (Figures

S5A–S5D). We found that, as in ESCs, regions with similar

PC1 character in MEFs preferentially colocalize in both cis and

trans. (Figure 6C). Furthermore, changes in bait character be-

tween MEFs and ESCs are generally associated with similar

changes in their respective interactomes (Figures 6B–6D). For

instance, the Dppa2 locus participates in extensive interactions

with genomic regions of positive PC1 character in ESCs, in

accordance with its early replicating and highly transcribed state

in pluripotent cells (Takebayashi et al., 2012). In MEFs, the

Dppa2 bait region displays a PC1-negative, repressed, late

replicating state, and the MEF-specific interactions likewise

exhibit negative PC1 scores, both in cis and in trans (Figures

6B–6D, Figure S5E). In contrast, the Rhbdd1 bait region transi-

tions from negative to positive PC1 scores from ESCs to

MEFs, and its MEF-specific interactions have significantly higher

PC1 scores than the ESC-specific interactions (Figures 6C and

6D). In addition, bait regions without a change in PC1 character

do not change interaction preferences with regards to PC1

scores (Figures 6C and 6D, Hoxa10).

Together, these data support a model where open/closed

chromatin character is the strongest predictor of interaction

preferences between distal genomic loci, and long-range chro-

matin interaction preferences are subject to change during dif-

ferentiation in concordance with changes to the PC1 nature of

the regions in question (Figure 6E). Of note, although the

Pou5f1 gene itself becomes repressed during differentiation

(Feldman et al., 2006), the extended 1 Mb Pou5f1 bait region is

strongly positive in PC1 character even in MEFs (Figure 6C),

likely explaining themore limited difference in spatial interactions

between ESCs and MEFs for this bait region compared to the

Dppa2 bait (Figure 2), which shows a more dramatic change in

PC1 character upon differentiation.

The Preferential Colocalization of Polycomb-Enriched
Genomic Regions Is Eed Dependent
Our data demonstrated that genomic regions are more likely to

contact each other when they share strong enrichment of similar

regulatory proteins (Figure 4). Therefore, we considered testing

the functional importance of a specific gene-regulatory network
(C) (Ci) Top to bottom: mean PC2 score within the 1 Mb region centered on each

regions in trans; and noninteracting regions in trans. Spearman’s rho values give th

analyzed baits in cis and trans. (Cii) Identical analysis to (Ci) except for an indepe

overlapping set of bait loci.

(D) Genome-wide pseudo-4C analysis of Hi-C data as described in Figure 3G, e

(E) PC3 eigenvector with individual feature contributions.

(F) Integrative Genomics Viewer tracks showing a representative genomic regio

(Ring1b/PRC2) enrichment; and enhancer density.

(G) As in (C), except for PC3 scores.

(H) As in (D), except for PC3 scores.

See also Figures S3 and S4.
for long-range chromatin interactions. To this end, we deter-

mined the long-range chromatin contacts in ESCs lacking the

protein Eed, a subunit of Polycomb complex PRC2 that is

required for all genomic H3K27me3 (Montgomery et al., 2005).

We examined particularly the interactions of bait regions with

positive PC3 scores, which capture high occupancy by PRC2

and H3K27me3 (Table S1). Importantly, despite the complete

loss of H3K27me3 (Figure S6A), Eed�/� ESCs continue to

express pluripotency-specific TFs including Oct4, Sox2, and

Nanog at normal levels, maintain their ability to self-renew, and

do not spontaneously differentiate when cultured appropriately

(Chamberlain et al., 2008), allowing us to test the role of PRC2

in genome organization without a change in cell identity.

Notably, 4C-seq analysis showed that the intrachromosomal

long-range interactions of the Hoxd cluster, a Polycomb-

targeted genomic region with highly positive PC3 scores, corre-

lated strongly between the Eed+/+ and the Eed�/� ESC lines (Fig-

ure 7A). However, despite this overall similarity, numerous

intrachromosomal interactions present in Eed+/+ ESCs are lost

or have less significant interactions by p value, indicative of a

reduced interaction frequency, in Eed�/� ESCs (Figure 7A,

yellow and orange highlights, respectively). A visual inspection

of chromatin contacts indicated that these losses and reductions

appear to occur at regions of high Polycomb enrichment in wild-

type ESCs, as defined by high PC3 scores (Figure 7A). In agree-

ment with this, long-range chromatin interactions of the Hoxd

cluster that specifically occur in Eed+/+ ESCs have a significantly

more positive PC3 character than those that are specific

for Eed�/� ESCs (Figure 7B). This result extends to other

Polycomb-regulated regions such as the Hoxa and Hoxb clus-

ters and the Tbx5 locus (Figures 7C–7E, Figure S6D).

A comparison of chromatin interactions in trans between

Eed+/+ and Eed�/� ESCs revealed that the Hox clusters

interact with each other as well as with other regions of high

Polycomb/H3K27me3 enrichment that encode developmental

regulators in wild-type ESCs (Figures 7F–7H). Importantly,

many of these interchromosomal contacts are also lost or

reduced in the absence of Eed (Figures 7F–7H). For instance,

interactions of the Hoxb cluster with the Hoxa, Hoxc, and Hoxd

clusters are observed in wild-type ESCs and are diminished

in knockout cells (Figures 7F–7H). We also found that the

colocalization frequency between the Hoxb cluster and the

Hoxa, Hoxc, and Hoxd clusters in wild-type ESCs was signifi-

cantly higher than in knockout ESCs when measured by FISH

(Figure 7I, Figures S6B and SBC), which is consistent with our

4C-seq results.

To explore whether the absence of Eed specifically affects

chromatin contacts that occur between genomic regions
bait’s locus; interacting regions in cis; noninteracting regions in cis; interacting

e correlation between the baits’ and the interactomes’ PC2 character across all

ndently derived ESC line discussed in Figure 7 as Eed+/+ ESCs, with a partially

xcept for PC2.

n with (tom to bottom) PC1 and PC3 scores; H3K27me3 and TF cluster 10
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Figure 5. Nanog and H3K27me3 Segregate in the ESC Nucleus

(A) (Ai) Image of ESCs immunostained with antibodies against Nanog (green) and H3K27me3 (red). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). (Aii) Red and green pixel

intensities along the line in (Ai) for all pixels whose DAPI signal was above the indicated threshold (dotted line). (Aiii) Quantile normalized fluorescence intensity

distribution of the top 5% brightest nuclear (but nonnucleolar) green pixels (GFP) and the normalized red pixel intensity (RFP) at the corresponding position (left),

and that of the top 5% brightest nuclear (but nonnucleolar) red pixels and the normalized distribution of green pixel intensity at the corresponding position (right),

for all cells in the ESC colony in (Ai). Box and whisker demarcations are as in Figure 1C. ***p < 2e�16, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(B) As in (A), except for H3K27me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II (red).

(C) As in (A), except for Nanog (green) and RNA polymerase II (red).
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characterized by positive PC3 scores, we examined the chro-

matin character of the most significantly interacting distal re-

gions across six PC3-positive baits (Table S1). We found that

in Eed+/+ ESCs, the highest-ranking (and likely most frequent) in-

teractions fall within genomic regions with highly positive PC3

and PC1 scores and with less strongly positive PC2 scores

both in cis and in trans (Figures 7J–7M, Figure S6E). In the
10 Cell Stem Cell 13, 1–15, November 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
absence of Eed, the strongest chromatin contacts no longer

occur with regions that are highly positive for PC3 in wild-type

ESCs (Figures 7J and 7K), although they still take place between

distal genomic regions of similarly positive PC1 and PC2 scores

both in cis and in trans (Figures 7L and 7M, Figure S6E). The cor-

ollary to this finding is demonstrated by two bait regions that are

not enriched for Polycomb binding (Pou5f1 and Ptprg): they do
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Figure 6. Changes in Open/Closed Chromatin Character between ESCs and MEFs Correspond to Changes in Interaction Preferences

(A) PCA was performed for concatenated ESC+MEF data and included the indicated features. The resulting PC1 eigenvector is depicted.

(B) Top to bottom: Integrative Genomics Viewer tracks showing the PC1 scores along chr16 in ESCs (blue) and MEFs (green) and the 4C-seq-defined cis-in-

teracting domains of the Dppa2 locus in ESCs and MEFs. Zoom-ins highlight the switch in PC1 bait character of the Dppa2 locus betweenMEFs and ESCs (right

box) and corresponding changes in interaction preferences (left two boxes).

(C) Top to bottom: mean PC1 score within the 1Mb region centered on each listed bait’s locus; interacting regions in cis; noninteracting regions in cis; interacting

regions in trans; and noninteracting regions in trans, for ESC (blue) and MEF data (green). Spearman’s rho values give the rank correlation between the PC1 bait

character and interactome character per cell type, across all analyzed baits in cis and trans.

(D) PC1 score distributions of ESC- and MEF-specific, significantly interacting domains of Dppa2, Rhbdd1, and Hoxa10. Box and whisker demarcations are as in

Figure 1C, with notches z95% confidence interval around medians. +p = 0.099; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(E) Chromatin interaction model, wherein large-scale changes in chromatin interactions mirror changes in open/closed chromatin (PC1) character upon ESC

differentiation or reprogramming to pluripotency. Gray scale reflects the continuum between open/accessible chromatin (light) and closed chromatin (dark). Note,

for instance, the different interactions of the genomic regions marked in red and yellow, switching between open and closed chromatin.

See also Figure S5.
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not show a similarly dramatic difference in interaction prefer-

ences between Eed+/+ and Eed�/� ESCs with regards to any of

the three principal components (Figures S6F–S6I). These data

indicate that loss of PRC2 and H3K27me3 specifically alters

the coassociation of PC3-positive genomic regions but does

not dramatically affect spatial interactions associated with PC1

and PC2 character.

Based on these data we conclude that Eed is required for the

establishment and/or stable maintenance of interchromosomal
and intrachromosomal chromatin interactions between Poly-

comb-occupied, PC3-positive regions in ESCs. Our data also

suggest that the overall chromosome topology does not dramat-

ically change upon loss of Eed (Figure 7A). The results indicate

that regions that are spatially interacting and Polycomb pro-

tein-bound in wild-type ESCs remain confined by a similar

chromosome topology in the absence of Eed, but their interac-

tion frequency, i.e. their proximity, is dramatically reduced (Fig-

ures 7F–7H, model in Figure 7N).
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DISCUSSION

Our work describes a pluripotency-specific organization of the

mouse genome and suggests that distal regions of the genome

bound by similar regulatory proteins colocalize within the 3D

space of the ESC nucleus. Based on our data, we propose a

model with two layers of regulation for long-range chromatin

contacts in ESCs. (1) We posit that, at the largest scale, the

open/closed chromatin character (described by the PC1 char-

acter of the genome) defines the regions of the genome that

have the potential to come into close spatial proximity with one

another, both intrachromosomally and interchromosomally,

which is intricately linked to the overall folding of the chromo-

some and in agreement with other recent findings (Imakaev

et al., 2012; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). (2) Our data also sug-

gest that on a finer scale, and within the constraints established

by the open/closed chromatin architecture, genomic regions are

more likely to contact each other when they share strong enrich-

ment of similar regulatory proteins, such as binding by the plurip-

otency TFs Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog with Mediator and Cohesin

(represented by negative PC3 scores) or binding of the repres-

sive Polycomb complex (captured by positive PC3 scores).

Our results demonstrate that the depletion of a single gene-

regulatory network in ESCs specifically affects long-range inter-

actions of genomic regions particularly strongly enriched for

occupancy by this network (in our case PRC2 and H3K27me3)

without altering the global interaction network associated with

open/closed chromatin character. A potential explanation for

the limited effect on overall chromatin interactions may be that

the chromosomal conformation chassis is maintained by many

combinatorially acting regulatory factors that probably involve

numerous interactions mediated by Cohesin (Apostolou et al.,

2013; Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013). Notably, in addition to our

description of PRC2 as a critical regulator of specific long-range
Figure 7. Eed Is Required for the Colocalization of Polycomb-Occupie

(A) Integrative Genomics Viewer tracks showing the Hoxd12 interactome in cis in

scores (black) overlaid with PC3 scores (green, positive values shown only), bino

interactions with theHoxd12 bait upon Eed ablation are marked with yellow triang

Eed ablation but show a decrease in interaction strength are marked with orange

the Hit% between Eed+/+ and Eed�/� ESCs.

(B)Hoxd12 4C-seqHit% tracks in Eed+/+ and Eed�/� ESCs from (A) were subtracte

used to define regions of the cis chromosome that showed stronger interactions

distributions of these genomic regions and of the entire chromosome are show

confidence interval around medians. ***p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(C–E) As in (B), but for the Hoxa10, Hoxb3, and Tbx5 4C-seq cis interactomes. *p

(F–H) Trans interactions between the indicated (PC3-positive) Hox loci in Eed+/+ a

locus; Hoxb, to Hoxb3; Hoxc, to Hoxc4; and Hoxd, to Hoxd12.

(I) DNA FISH analysis of the trans interactions between Hox clusters. (Ii) Cumula

(chr11) and the other three Hox loci (Hoxa10-chr6, Hoxc4-chr15, Hoxd12-chr2) (

ization distances noted on the x axis, measured in Eed+/+ (blue) and Eed�/� (red)

(left), as well as for Hoxb3 and Sox2 (right), derived from (Ii). n = FISH signal pair

(J) The cis interactomes of the six PC3-positive (Polycomb/H3K27me3 enriched)

were ranked by�log(p value) for both Eed+/+ (blue) and Eed�/� (red) ESCs, and th

type ESCs. Loess regression was used for curve generation. KS, Kolmogorov-

distributions differ (D = KS � test D statistic).

(K) As in (J), but for the trans interactomes.

(L) As in (J), except for PC1 scores.

(M) As in (K), except for PC1 scores.

(N) Chromatin interaction model wherein in the absence of Eed, the frequency of

chromosome conformation is largely conserved. Gray scale reflects the regions o

See also Figure S6.
chromatin interactions (Figure 7), a functional requirement for the

TF Klf4 in the maintenance of long-range chromatin contacts in

ESCs has recently been reported (Wei et al., 2013), extending

previous findings that demonstrated a requirement for Oct4 in

the organization of short-range chromatin interactions within

the Nanog locus (Levasseur et al., 2008).

The role of cell-type-specific gene-regulatory networks in

defining specific long-range chromatin interactions potentially

allows TADs enriched for specific gene-regulatory features to

colocalize in the 3D space of the nucleus. Interestingly, while

our results demonstrate that Polycomb complexes are important

for long-range chromatin contacts between Polycomb targets in

mammals, it has recently been shown that the TAD structure

within a specific locus, the X chromosome inactivation center,

is not affected by the Eed knockout (Nora et al., 2012), indicating

different regulatory mechanisms at the different hierarchies of

genome organization. It is also interesting to speculate that the

interaction between the Hoxd and Hoxc clusters may provide a

mechanism for how the noncoding RNA HOTAIR, encoded

within the Hoxc cluster, finds its target genes within the Hoxd

cluster located on a different chromosome (Rinn et al., 2007):

by exploiting 3D conformation of the genome in a manner similar

to that employed by the long-noncoding RNA Xist (Engreitz et al.,

2013).

Based on the data presented here and on other reports (Hakim

et al., 2011; Noordermeer et al., 2011), we suggest that cell-type-

specific gene-regulatory networks generally guide specific

spatial interactions within the context of a cell-type-specific

chromosome folding pattern that relates to the open/closed

chromatin state. A preferential colocalization of distal genomic

regions with similar regulatory networks tens of Mb apart on

the same chromosome and in trans suggests a previously unap-

preciated role for transcriptional networks in influencing the 3D

positional preferences of chromatin in mammalian cells, which
d Genomic Regions

terms of Hit% for Eed+/+ (blue) and Eed�/� (red) ESCs, chromosome-wide PC1

mial test �log(p values), and interacting domains. Regions that lose significant

les and shading; those that do not lose interactions with theHoxd12 locus upon

triangles and shading. The Spearman’s rho value shows the rank correlation of

d and the 200 kbwindowswith the top and bottom 5%of resulting valueswere

in Eed+/+ (WT > MT) and Eed�/� (MT > WT) ESCs, respectively. The PC3 score

n. Box and whisker demarcation are as in Figure 1C, with notches z95%

< 0.05.

nd Eed�/� ESCs, displayed as in (A). Hoxa refers to results of the Hoxa10 bait

tive frequency distribution plots of colocalization frequencies between Hoxb3

left), as well as between Hoxb3 and the Sox2 (chr3) locus (right), with colocal-

ESCs. (Iii) Colocalization frequencies at 1 mm for Hoxb3 and the other Hox loci

s analyzed in both (Ii) and (Iii); p value from two-tailed Fisher exact test.

bait loci (Hoxa10, Hoxb3, Hoxc4, Hoxd12, Pcdhb19, and Tbx5; see Figure 4Gii)

e 500 top genomic sites were plotted against their average PC3 scores in wild-

Smirnov test to determine the probability that the two underlying probability

interactions between regions with high PC3 scores is reduced, but large-scale

f the genome that are more open/accessible (light) versus more closed (dark).
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may represent an evolutionarily conserved interaction between

eukaryotic genome organization and gene regulation (Sexton

et al., 2012; Tanizawa et al., 2010). We speculate that this

organizational hierarchy facilitates the recruitment of regulatory

proteins and potentially noncoding RNAs to their genomic

target sites and the establishment of chromatin environments,

which are both critical for the efficient regulation of gene

expression.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

4C-seq and 3C

4C-seq libraries listed in Table S1 were prepared as described (Splinter et al.,

2012) using the primers given in Table S2 and sequenced on Illumina ma-

chines. Reads that aligned to unique HindIII sites in the genome (build mm9)

with at most two mismatches were retained. Read distribution statistics for

all libraries are given in Table S3. 3C libraries were prepared in an analogous

manner to 4C libraries, ending with the first ligation step and amplified with

primers listed in Table S2.

Data Analysis

For each 4C-seq library, read counts at each uniqueHindIII site were collapsed

to a hit to reduce effects of clonal amplification. Replicate libraries that passed

stringent quality control were pooled for downstream analysis by calculating

the probability of a hit at each HindIII site across all replicates. Next, we deter-

mined the average hit probability within 200 kb windows tiled along each chro-

mosome for each pooled data set, referring to this as the hit percentage. A

binomial test with different background models for cis and trans interactions

was used to identify significantly interacting regions of each bait locus.

For PCA, 31 linear genomic features (summarized in Table S6) were trans-

formed into five chromatin states and 11 TF clusters (Figures 3A and 3B), which

were in turn aggregated within 200 kb windows across the genome, together

with six unclustered features, to obtain a feature density matrix. To describe

the linear genomic feature state of ESCs andMEFs, vectors containing feature

density within 200 kb windows for each cell type were concatenated, allowing

PCA to be conducted on the combined feature matrix (Table S6). To obtain a

PC score enrichment value for each 4C bait, the mean PC score within the 200

kb bait window and the four flanking windows was calculated (i.e., five 200 kb

bait windows = 1 Mb bait region). The PC score enrichment within the bait’s

interactome was calculated as the mean PC score within 200 kb windows

that overlapped 4C positive domains (as determined by the binomial test) by

at least 25%, excluding the five bait windows. The rankings of the bait and in-

teractome PC score enrichment values were correlated using Spearman’s rho

statistics.

For the Hi-C data comparison, normalized, mouse ESC Hi-C interaction

matrices based on 40 kb bins were downloaded from the Ren Lab website

(Dixon et al., 2012) and rebinned into 200 kb bins to match the resolution of

our 4C and feature data. Each 200 kb window of rebinned Hi-C data was

treated as pseudo-bait and its intrachromosomal interactome was extracted

from the chromosome-wide contact matrix. Bait and interactome PC scores

were calculated as described above for 4C-seq interactomes, except that

the interactomewas defined as those 5%of 200 kbwindows that had the high-

est read count, excluding the 1 Mb bait region.

FISH and Immunostaining Analysis

3D FISH and immunostaining were done following standard methods.
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Our 4C-seq data are available at GEO under GSE50029.
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